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Our mission is to build as a community 
through operating in collaboration as a 
decentralized mining network to sustain 
and grow the value of xMooney Token.

BSC Contract Address: 
0x98631c69602083d04f83934576a53e2a133d482f 
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xMOONEY TOKEN



About xMooney Token
xMooney (xM) is a BEP-20 Token 
minted on Binance Smart Chain.

Through the xM Mining Network, 
we extract mining rewards from 
multiple Proof of Work blockchains 
bringing that value back to xM. 

Our Martian Mining Community pulls 
together amateur to expert hobbyists 
with a common goal to educate, train, 
and guide each other into becoming 
better crypto miners. 

Utilizing personal computers, laptops, 
and mining rigs to form a dedicated 
mining pool, we work collectively by 
increasing our hash power.
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Tokenomics 

Max Supply: 
21 Billion

Subunit: 
1 Token = 1 Billion Techs

Halving Cycles: 
Every 4 Cycles

Cycle Duration: 
9 Months

xMooney has a fixed supply of tokens 
mimicking a release schedule, as if it were 
a Proof of Work blockchain, like Bitcoin.

Halving cycles are events where scheduled 
xM tokens for release is reduced by 50%.

10% tax applied to each xMooney transaction. 
• 7% Reflections distributed to xM holders 
•  3% Directed to Tax Wallet

The 3% that goes into the Tax Wallet 
is used for purchasing mining equipment 
dedicated to increasing the value of xM 
on behalf of the xMooney community. 
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xMooney was inspired by the values, 
characteristics, and structure of Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, HBAR and other blockchains. 

Our goal is to provide a stable path for 
crypto miners to monetize their efforts 
while growing the collective hash rate.  
 
The Martian Mining Pool sells the mined 
rewards in order to buy xMooney Tokens.

Reflections are triggered by Martian Miner 
payouts, benefiting all xM Token Holders.

Project Design  
Miners
•  Earn xM by contributing to 

the xMooney Mining Network
•   Support multiple blockchains 

to ensure flexibility 
•  Build community to educate 

and support operations 
 

Holders 
•  Build a position through our 

fair market release schedule 
•  Automaticlly receive reflections 

based on xM holdings 
•  Influence development of xM 

expansion with governance
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We currently have in development 
our Governance and Voting system 
to ensure xMooney functions as a DAO 
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization).

We believe transparency is imperative 
in being unified with our community.

To evolve, the xMooney Network will entrust
the people by presenting proposals whereby 
each xM Token represents one vote.

The DAO will work to facilitate improvements 
to benefit our collective growth and hash rate.

Governance
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Our vision is to build a truly decentralized network of 
crypto miners from all backgrounds and experiences, 
uplifting communities through the shared value and 
market liquidity of xMooney Token.

As we move closer toward our goals, standing up our 
governance system, and expanding our mining network, 
xMooney will carry into the future as one of the leading 
cryptocurrencies backed by a global community.
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